For immediate release May 21st, 2012

ECLIPSE VENTURES INTO THE 4WD MARKET
WITH OPPOSITE LOCK.
High-quality, Easy-to-use, Connectivity: ECLIPSE AVN827GA

ECLIPSE are pleased to announce the appointment of the Opposite Lock 4WD and vehicle
accessories dealer network as authorised dealers of ECLIPSE Navigation products.
This partnership allows all Opposite Lock stores Australia-wide to distribute the industry leading
ECLIPSE Navigation range. The synergy between the off-road market and the after-market provides
both Opposite Lock and ECLIPSE the opportunity to provide the 4WD market with the most
advanced electronic navigation system and support available in Australia.
Managing Director of Fujitsu Ten Australia, Mr. Hiroshi Shinoda is very excited about this new
partnership formed with the Opposite Lock dealer network; “Both companies are leaders in their own
markets and this opportunity provides the 4WD market with a navigation and entertainment
experience that is unsurpassed”.
ECLIPSE has been integral to the growth of the in-car navigation markets since the introduction of
the AVN6000 in 2006. The AVN6000 introduced Australia to the all new “market first” AVN system Integrated Audio Visual and Navigation. Since 2006, the market for AV integrated type navigation
systems has grown significantly and is now among Fujitsu Ten’s core line-up.
The most recent addition to the navigation line-up is the AVN827GA. This technologically superior
product continues to set the benchmark, and is now available to all 4WD enthusiasts through
Opposite Lock stores, nationwide.
Some of the AVN827GA features include the following:

7-inch screen
Voice control for safe driving - “Ease of Use”
Split-screen map and audio source displays - “Ease of Use”
Off- Road Maps built In
Other Features are:
Live Traffic Updates
The AVN827GA is Suna Traffic enabled. SUNA GPS Traffic UpdatesTM provides real-time
traffic information directly to your navigation system. With this incredible knowledge of near
real-time road conditions, the AVN827GA warns you of problems ahead, and recommends
routes that minimise congestion.
It is equipped with off-road maps, enabling guidance on unpaved roads that a 4WD vehicle
can easily negotiate.

Built-in OEM Steering Wheel Control: With built-in SWC capability, the AVN827GA does
not require an additional third party adaptor to interface with your OEM SWC functions.
Media Support: Playback of a wide array of media
(CD/DVD–Video/DivX®/iPod(*1)/iPhone(*1)/USB/Bluetooth-Audio)
Vehicle Speed Sensor connection: For improved accuracy the AVN827GA has the
capability of using signals from satellites with vehicle speed pulses and a gyroscope to
measure the direction and inclination of the car, to determine the exact location with high
precision. This is extremely beneficial for driving in tunnels where GPS signals alone do not
reach.
Navigation functions (3D city maps, green routes(*2), highway junction views(*3), and more)
Rear View Camera compatible

RRP $2199
Clive Finkelstein, Managing Director of Opposite Lock Holdings, commented as follows; “We are
delighted and very proud of the fact that an internationally renowned company such as Fujitsu
Ten, has agreed to this alliance with Opposite Lock, as regards official sales and distribution
status, of your outstanding ECLIPSE range of state-of-the-art, in dash navigation systems. I give
you my personal undertaking that all of our 48 stores around the country, will do their utmost to
promote and sell them regularly. In so doing, this will justify the faith you have in the sales
potential of the fastest growing 4WD accessories retailer in Australia.”
Opposite Lock and ECLIPSE are extremely enthusiastic about this partnership and are
committed to providing the best product and support to all in the 4WD market.
For more product information or to find your nearest authorised Opposite Lock Dealer, please
visit www.eclipse-web.com or www.oppositelock.com.au or free call 1800 624 444.
(*1) iPC-111 (accessory) is required for iPod/iPhone connection.
(*2) Function that can search for routes that reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.
(*3) Function that displays realistic enlarged graphics of highway junctions.

FUJITSU TEN LIMITED operates worldwide businesses including car audio, car navigation systems,
home audio, and automotive electronics devices including engine and air bag control, ECU etc.
FUJITSU TEN delivers original products for Toyota Motor Corporation and other domestic and
overseas automotive manufacturers.
®

The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
SUNA GPS Traffic Updates™ is a registered trademark of Intelematics Australia Pty Ltd.
®
DivX is a registered trademark of DivX, Inc.
iPod and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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